RA Motor Install

1) Pry off R.A. Motor Mount Cover
2) Back off R.A. Motor Mount Setscrews.
3) Place dovetail slot of motor between setscrews, with motor gear on same side of mount as Gear wheel on R.A. Slow-Motion Control Shaft.
4) Tighten setscrews while setting the wheels to engage each other properly.

DEC. Motor Install

1) The Declination Motor must be mounted on the Declination Motor Bracket (a discontinued product shown in lower-right inset).
2) Place the bracket over the two screws above the declination worm housing. Attach with screws. You may need to shift the tube holder (loosen the four tube holder screws) for the bracket to fit snugly.
3) Engage the motor and gear shaft wheels by adjusting the screws that hold the motor to the bracket.